
Partnering with DWG

Digital expertise for:

– Due Diligence

– Value Creation

– Exit Preparation



Who We Are | Why Us

Unlocking Value

▪ We are a business 

transformation and 

innovation consultancy.

▪ With a team of 50+ 

senior digital experts.

▪ Who help organisations 

maximise their 

performance and value 

through digital. 

Proven Digital Change 
Experience

Operating a ‘Think & Do’ 
Approach

Outcome 
Focused

Successful 
Methodologies

Delivered in the 
Right Spirit

Outstanding 
Value

All of our team have 15+ years senior 

digital change experience. From real 

world, market leading client and agency 

backgrounds.

Supported by an extensive ecosystem of 

associates and industry leading 

technology solution partners. 

Our strategy team of domain experts 

help clients to think through the right 

approaches for their needs.

While our optimisation and delivery 

team assist the successful execution.

We are laser-focused on delivering 

business benefit. With a mantra of 

producing value and change through 

delivery.

Using tried and tested methodologies to 

de-risk and deliver better outcomes.

A team of committed, collaborative, 

innovative and trusted practical experts.

Our innovative business model allows us 

to offer clients industry leading value.



Where We Help

We apply our digital expertise and experience to assist across the investment cycle:

Exit PreparationValue CreationTransaction Advisory

Rapid Digital 
Evaluation
A fast assessment of a 

organisation’s digital 

capabilities.

Outcomes are  delivered  

within 5 working days via a 

‘low touch’ approach.

Full Due Diligence 
Analysis
Comprehensive analysis of 

the organisation's likely 

success from a digital 

context.

Outcomes are typically 

delivered in a 4-to-5-week 

period.

Digital 
Turnaround
Quickly solving critical 

business issues via digital 

solutions.

Putting out fires in trading, 

service support and working 

environments to improve 

sales, customer experience 

and productivity. While 

setting the foundations for 

the long-term.

Digital 
Transformation
Comprehensively improving 

an organisation’s value 

through digital.

Developing the right strategy 

and a roadmap to deliver the 

strategy, with support 

through the execution 

process by using controlled 

delivery sprints. Enabling 

business-wide change where 

value is quickly and 

incrementally delivered.

Digital 
Positioning
Strengthening the 

organisation’s digital position 

at exit.

This service increases the 

value of the organisation in 

the exit process by quickly 

improving its digital 

capabilities and vision.



Who We Help

Operating for over nine years, we have helped numerous companies improve performance and 
unlock value through digital:

Financial Services FMCG Non-Profit & Charity Telecoms B2B & Other

“The DWG team was instrumental 

in developing a rapid 

transformation plan for the 

business and delivering 

monetisation opportunities which 

had a direct impact on the EBIT 

and the valuation multiple.”

Chief Product Officer

Allfunds

“DWG enabled a rapid maturity of 

our digital capabilities in product, 

insight, marketing and 

organization.”

Sales & Marketing Director, 

Travelodge

“Created a strategic vision and a 

new business unit within Ooredoo. 

Managed a very complex, cross 

business initiative in rapid 

timescales.”

Managing Director, 

Ooredoo

“DWG re-energised us and gave us 

the structure and confidence we 

were missing. We are now building 

on the momentum they have 

created.”

CEO, 

Christian Aid

“Working with DWG was a great 

experience. Simply by getting 

stuck in, identifying the challenges 

and how to resolve, we now have 

a clear plan for the way forward.”

VP Consumer Marketing, 

Avast



Some of Our Experts

At the heart of our business are the 50+ digital change experts skilled in analysis, planning and 
execution. A diverse and internationally experienced group. Here are just some of them:

Josh Whiten
Go-to-Market transformation

Rikard Svenson
End-to-End Customer Experience

Damon Harding
Operational Process Improvement

Marjory Carrero
Financial Analysis

David Ball
Technology & Data

Dimitris Kourepis
Organisational Planning

Marco Potesta
Digital Product Creation

Willam Barribal
Leadership Evaluation



Our Services For Private Equity
in more depth



Transaction Advisory



Transaction Advisory | Rapid Digital Evaluation

▪ Our Rapid Digital Evaluation 

service provides a top-level 

assessment of the ‘digital 

capabilities’ of an organisation. It is 

delivered within 5 working days, 

using a ‘low touch’ approach.

▪ Suitable for both B2C and B2B 

businesses, it gives an indication of 

digital maturity in critical areas of 

go-to-market, operations, 

technology and human capital. A 

‘telescopic’ view on strengths and 

risks to the businesses' ability to 

meet its goals and future success.

▪ Useful as a tool to assist your 

bidding process, provide direction 

when designing a more extensive 

due diligence process, evaluating or 

benchmarking a portfolio business, 

or any scenario where fast/top-level 

insight is required.

Strategy & Delivery 
Roadmap 

Digital Trading 
Assets

Go-To-Market

Technology 
& Data

Customer 
Service

Delivery 
Processes

Operational 
Processes

Organisation & 
Leadership

Areas Covered

How it is Delivered
The process is delivered remotely. Desk-based research and mystery shopper approaches, combined with limited digitally-based interviews 

of core personnel in the target organisation.

Conducted flexibility, iteratively and providing outcomes quickly and concisely.  



Transaction Advisory | Rapid Digital Evaluation

Digital Capabilities and Maturity Evaluation

Company Name Sector Business Model DWG Evaluation Team Date Conducted

Acme Ltd Telco (B@B) Transaction & Subscription Services
Jason Coppin – Partner, Telecoms

Marco Potesta – Partner, Product

Sample Output

Summary Analysis

Acme Ltd possesses a good level of digital capabilities across many areas of its business. It has a clear understanding of the role digital will perform in its business plan.

Overall Digital Index Score Overall Customer Experience Ability to Grow Revenue Cost of Operation Agility

71% Needs Improvement Positive Positive Needs Improvement

Commentary

Business Area
Strengths / 

Weakness

Compared to Sector’s 

Ave. Digital Maturity
Compared to Digital Best Practice Strengths Weaknesses

Digital Strategy HIGHER Aligned with best practice The organisation has an… Areas for improvement are few

Go-To-Market HIGHER Aligned with best practice

Digital Trading HIGHER Opportunity to affect some improvement

Customer Service LOWER Opportunity to significantly improve

Technology ON PAR Opportunity to improve

Operational Processes ON PAR Opportunity to improve

Delivery Approach ON PAR Opportunity to improve

Organisation / Leadership HIGHER Aligned with best practice



The Need:

Cereal Partners Worldwide (CPW) is a leading FMCG 

company; a joint venture between Nestle and General 

Mills, selling some of the most recognised food brands 

throughout the world.

Their challenge was a fragmented approach in the use of 

‘digital’ across their brands and business units. With a 

perception that inefficiencies and current practices were 

impacting the ROI of the organisation’s multi-million 

marketing budget.

They needed to identify areas where digital approaches 

were at odds to good practice, so changes could be 

prioritised, budgeted and executed by the central digital 

team.

Our Approach: 

Was the application of our successful ‘Digital Audit’ 

methodology.

From this, DWG was able to :

▪ Analyse multiple areas including strategy and vision, 

proposition, go-to-market, technical platform, and 

organization. Quickly and with clarity.

▪ Produce a clear picture of the organizations end-to-

end digital capabilities as compared to good practice.

▪ Recommending priority solutions that would provide 

quick and long-term benefits to ROI. Forming the 

basis of their digital transformation program.

The Results:

"Now we know how our digital assets 

truly rate and what we need to do across 

the business to be competitive in this 

core area.”

Director, Digital & Media, CPW



Transaction Advisory | Full Due Diligence Analysis

▪ Comprehensive analysis of the 

organisation's likely success from 

a digital context.

▪ This service outputs a complete 

picture of the organisation’s ability 

to meet its goals from a digital 

context and provide 

recommendations on the actions, 

resources and timescales required 

to achieve these goals. It is 

designed to work alongside other 

diligence providers as required.

▪ Using comprehensive analysis and 

benchmarking techniques we fully 

expose strengths, opportunities and 

risks. 

▪ Outcomes are typically delivered in 

a 4-to-5 week period.

Market 
Evaluation

Company Vision & 
Strategy

Customer
Experience

Go-To-Market 
& Trading

Technology 
& Data

Customer 
Service

Operational 
Processes

Organisation & 
Leadership

Areas Covered

How it is Delivered
▪ Full access is required to stakeholders, analytics, reporting and other sources of insight in the target organisation. This is supported by 

desk-based research and remote analysis techniques as required.

▪ Where possible, digital interviews are conducted with stakeholders. To alleviate restriction issues and allow for rapid progress.

▪ Conducted flexibility, iteratively and with regular verbal updates to communicate urgent findings quickly.

Partners & 
Suppliers



Transaction Advisory | Full Due Diligence Analysis

1. Analysis Summary

Customer Experience Analysis and Impacts to Business Model

Brand
Acquisition 
Marketing

Pricing / 
Online Trial

Software 
Install / 

Activation

Software 
Service Use

Renew / 
Cancel / 
Uninstall

Customer 
Support

To Customer 
Communication

Advocacy

Acquisition | Conversion Renew | Churn | Advocacy
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Issues Impacts to Business Model High Medium Low



Transaction Advisory | Full Due Diligence Analysis

2. Detailed Analysis Per Customer Experience Stage

Customer Experience Analysis and Impacts to Business Model

Customer

Experience Stage
Issue Impact to Revenue (i.e. activation levels / churn) Issue Impact to Costs of Operation (i.e. increased customer 

contacts)

Issues Severity of Issue Difficulty to Fix Collective Severity Issues Severity of Issue Difficulty to Fix Collective Severity

Brand 1. Fragmentation 

between 

desktop stages

2. Fragmentation 

between 

devices

Easy

Medium

Acquisition

Pricing

Activation

Usage

Renewal / Cancel 1. Non automated 

cancellation 

process

2. Unwanted auto-

renewal

3. 30-day money 

back terms not 

honoured

Hard

Hard

Easy

Customer Support

To Customer 

Communication

Advocacy



Transaction Advisory | Full Due Diligence Analysis

3. Conclusions

Customer Experience Analysis and Impacts to Business Model

Business Model Areas Impacts and Reasons Ease / Time to Resolve

Brand Awareness

Activations

Churn

Conclusions Summary:
The organisation is delivering a poor customer experience to its customers across many areas of the business. This is having impacts to revenue generation and increasing the cost of operation. In 

many cases this will take time to resolve to a satisfactory level.

Risk Level HIGH

Estimated Investment to Resolve for Business Plan HIGH

Compared to Direct Competition ON PAR

Compared to Best Practice POOR



The Need:

Kalixa, a mid-tier payments business, had been tasked to 

rapidly grow performance and value in order to take 

advantage of the high valuations being placed on 

payment businesses.

A core element of the growth strategy was appropriate 

M&A to boost volume and core capabilities within the 

business.

PXP, a ‘real world POS’ payments specialist was identified 

as a suitable target, with seemingly complimentary 

capabilities to Kalixa’s ‘online’ solutions. Positioning the 

Group well for omnichannel needs.

Because of conditions, due diligence had to be 

conducted comprehensively but quickly (2 weeks) and 

DWG were selected because of the history of successfully 

supporting the Kalixa business.

Our Approach: 

A small team of analysts were deployed to undertake the 

due-diligence across a number of areas of PXP:

▪ Go to Market

▪ Technology

▪ Operations

Because of the limitations of time, insights were gathered 

through a series of guided ‘war room’ workshops. Here 

‘audit’ questions were asked of senior members of the 

PXP team and relevant documents analysed. To produce 

a strong insights on the strengths and weaknesses of the 

current capabilities, including elements such as the ease 

of integration of the platforms to create the desired joint 

capabilities.

Conclusions were delivered in ‘short form’ presentation 

format for board review, with core supporting analysis.

The Results:

Kalixa agreed to buy PXP and together have formed a 

stronger and successful payments business.

"DWG helped us to pull a rabbit out the 

hat. Their insight and recommendations 

– as part of the full diligence - helped us 

make the case to proceed with the 

acquisition and has formed a crucial part 

of Kalixa/PXP’s success.”

COO, Kalixa Payments Group



Value Creation



Value Creation | Digital Turnaround

▪ Quickly solving critical 

business issues via digital 

solutions.

▪ This service rapidly fixes an 

organisation's business problems 

by the application of digital 

solutions.

▪ Quickly putting out fires in 

trading, service support and 

working environments to 

improve sales, customer 

experience and productivity. 

While setting the foundations for 

the long-term.

▪ We do this by rapid analysis, 

planning and delivery sprints to 

resolve issues fast. With the  

watch-words being pragmatism 
and speed.

Trading & 
Go-To-Market

Customer Service 
Experience

Impacted Working 
Practices

Operational 
Efficiencies

Areas Covered

How it is Delivered
We deliver our service using these core principles -- achieve solutions fast, progress in a ‘planned and agile manner’, do only 

what is needed, and key an eye on the future.

1. Rapid Resolution 

Analysis

2. Turnaround Plan 

& Roadmap

3. Delivery of 

Priority Fixes

4. Measured & 

Interated

5. Longer-term digital 

transformation plan

Agile sprints Measurement & 

adaption



The Need:

An innovative Insurtech business, with solutions aimed at 

the smaller high street, providing them with access to a 

marketplace of insurance suppliers who give specialist 

cover for ‘trades people’ and other niche groups. 

However, through poor management decisions business 

performance was declining fast.

The business was acquired by Lonsdale Partners and they 

quickly appointed a new CEO and senior team, who in 

turn engaged DWG to assist in a ‘digitally-led 

turnaround’ of the business.

Stopping the rapid decline of the business by making the 

most of its strong proposition, customer network and 

operations; while reversing issues in customer-

experience, go-to-market, suppliers, technical-base and 

financial health.

Our Approach: 

Was an initial audit on two aspects of the business over 2 

weeks:

1. The customer and commercial experience. To 

identify issues affecting the customer base and the go-

to-market approach and their impacts to the business 

model.

2. The technical environment. To identify causes of 

poor availability, high costs of operation and low human 

capital morale.

In parallel, with the CEO and CFO, a new vision for the 

company was developed.

Using these two insight sources, digital solutions and 

other redress actions were identified across the business. 

This was supported by rapid financial modelling to 

inform on the investment required and the likely benefits. 

Which helped deliver a practical ’18-month’ turnaround 

plan.

The execution phase was supported by deploying 

‘interim’ technology leadership to quickly deliver 

resolution to the technology issues. 

The Results:

A clear strategic plan, turnaround roadmap, and 

investment case was delivered over a six-week period. 

With interim CTO and delivery resources producing 

successful resolutions to issues in availability, costs and 

human capital. While also re-building the platform to 

enable the development of new propositions and 

capabilities that have contributed to a significant 

improvement in business performance and value over the 

last 12 months.

“DWG was instrumental in helping the 

business reverse its fortunes. Quickly 

delivering clarity in our strategy planning 

and resolution roadmap, their help in 

changing our technology function has 

also been a critical factor in our success.” 

CEO, iPrism



Value Creation | Digital Transformation

▪ Comprehensively improving an 

organisation's value through 

digital.

▪ This service helps organisations 

develop effective digital 

capabilities across the 

organisation to enhance 

performance and value.

▪ We develop an appropriate 

strategy, create a roadmap to 

deliver the strategy, and support 

the business through a 

successful execution process 

using controlled delivery sprints.

▪ Enabling business-wide change 

where value is quickly and 

incrementally delivered through 

the life-span of the programme.

How it is Delivered
We deliver the digital transformation program based on three core principles - only do what is needed, achieve benefits 

quickly, and progress in a ‘planned and agile manner’.

1. Initial Programme 

Governance & Delivery 

Framework

2. Company Insight 

& Analysis

3. Creation of 

Transformational Plan 

& Roadmap

4. Integrated Delivery 

& Governance

5. Measured &

Iterated

Company Vision & 
Strategy 

Go-to-Market 
Approach

Digital Trading 
Capabilities

Customer Service 
Experience

Operational 
Processes

Technology 
& Data

Delivery 
Processes

Organisation & 
Leadership

Areas Covered

Agile sprints

Measurement and adaption



The Need:

Allfunds is the world’s leading funds marketplace. 

With fund houses and distributors across the world, 

using the its platform to conduct business.

Recently acquired by Hellman and Friedman the 

organisation was tasked with growing financial 

performance and multiple.

A central element of their growth strategy was the 

realisation of a ‘subscription membership model’.

In this new experience, fund managers and 

distributors would be able to subscribe to bundles 

of value-added services, with clear and simple 

pricing. The new service would allow Allfunds to 

monetise its catalogue of consulting and digital 

services, which to date, had largely been provided 

free of charge. In turn, this would generate a 

secondary revenue model and accelerate digital 

transformation for enhanced multiple.

Our Approach: 

With strong expertise in creating subscription 

business models, DWG was selected to develop the 

proposition strategy, proposition experience 

(including digital elements), bundling structure and 

pricing, go-to-market transformational roadmap 

and investment case.

Using appropriate strategic rules and insights, the 

proposition experience and pricing was created. 

This was then conceptually tested within the sales 

team and a select set of customers, helping to 

define the initial experience that was subsequently 

taken to market. 

In parallel, necessary changes in go-to-market, 

operations, technology and human capital, to 

support the change, were also identified and 

costed. 

Together this enabled the development of the full 

change roadmap, financial model and investment 

case. 

The Results:

A clear proposition, strategic plan, transformational 

roadmap, and investment case was delivered over 

six months. With digital enablement built in as 

appropriate.

Helping Allfunds to cement its status as the world 

largest wealth-tech business.

All delivered in five and a half months.

“The DWG team was instrumental in 

developing a rapid transformation plan 

for the business, designing the strategy, 

closing critical gaps, and delivering 

monetisation opportunities which had a 

direct impact on the EBIT and the 

valuation multiple.”

Chief Product Officer, Allfunds



Exit Positioning



Exit Preparation | Digital Postioning

▪ Strengthening the 

organisation’s digital position 

at exit.

▪ This service increases the value of 

the organisation in the exit 

process by quickly improving its 

digital capabilities and vision.

▪ Working to the exit timetable we 

add value by helping the business 

create a credible digital vision, 

strategy and roadmap. 

▪ We then deliver priority activities 

that are achievable pre exit to 

maximise the organisation's value. 

With any remaining parts of the 

strategy incorporated into the 

information memorandum to 

form part of the 

organisation's digital vision.

Company Vision & 
Strategy 

Go-to-Market 
Approach

Digital Trading 
Capabilities

Customer Service 
Experience

Operational 
Processes

Technology 
& Data

Delivery 
Processes

Organisation & 
Leadership

Areas Covered

How it is Delivered
We deliver our solution based on four core principles - only do what is needed, achieve benefits fast, progress in a ‘planned 

and agile manner’ to pivot and iterate as needed, and design to the timeline available.

1. Programme 

Governance Delivery 

Framework

2. Digital Improvement 

& Speed of Resolution 

Analysis

3. Digital Positioning 

Strategy & Roadmap

4. Integrated Delivery 

& Measure

5. Investment 

Memorandum

Agile sprints

Measurement and adaption



The Need:

In late 2015 a commercial transformation was begun with 

an objective to deliver stronger revenues, better 

conversion, faster delivery and greater return-on-

investment (ROI). Ensuring Travelodge was well 

positioned for a transaction from its owner GoldenTree 

Asset Management.

While the existing website performed well in terms of 

conversion, an historical lack of investment had 

compromised the quality of the customer experience and 

Travelodge had begun to shed market share versus the 

digitally advanced competition. The site was serviced by 

old technology, leading to difficulties in updating and 

eroding the organisation’s ability to adapt to changing 

marketing needs. This was further impacted by a poor 

mobile application.

The size of the small inhouse digital team supported by a 

fragmented agency portfolio, was also leading to impacts 

on the effectiveness of the digital marketing investment 

and its ROI.  Issues persisted between the commercial 

function and technology, compounded by the reliance on 

a Waterfall delivery approach and an unclear delivery 

roadmap across the organisation.

Our Approach: 

DWG built and executed a five-step digital maturity plan:

1.A clear and achievable digital strategy was developed to 

support the overall business plan. Which included developing 

a 24-month digital roadmap to improve the performance of 

the website, mobile application, digital marketing and 

organisation.

2.Restructuring the digital team and enabling rapid talent 

growth to transform quickly and successfully.  Reducing 

reliance its agency network and improving the ROI of its 

digital marketing.

3. Delivering improvements to the website, mobile 

application and the underlying technical platform. 

Improving customer experience, conversion, and cost of 

operations.

4. Enhancing the breadth and performance of 

Travelodge’s digital marketing approaches through all 

parts of the acquisition and retention cycle. While developing 

and maturing its digital analytics and insight function to help 

measurement and optimisation.

5. Working with technology and other teams to mature 

internal working practices, including the move from a 

Waterfall to a Hybrid Agile approach.

The Results:

Our assistance helped Travelodge to grow its digital 

maturity, demonstrate successful performance, and 

provide clarity on how it was going to continue to grow 

its digital capabilities during its ‘exit’ discussions.

Successfully delivered in 12 months.

“DWG enabled a rapid maturity of our 

digital capabilities in product, insight, 

marketing and organisation.”

Sales & Marketing Director, Travelodge



Contact

Will Barribal
Senior Partner – Strategy, Leadership & Innovation

Call +44 (0)7584 205613
Email will.barribal@digitalworksgroup.com

Andrew ‘Sid’ Salmon
Managing Partner

Call +44 (0)7801 439011
Email andrew.salmon@digitalworksgroup.com


